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ABSTRACT

This thesis deals with the generalizability of edu
cational research contained in theses and dissertations ac
cepted by The University of Arizona between January 1, 1952 
and December 31, 1972.

A random selection of studies produced 150 samples 
of educational research, of which 135 generalize to a popu
lation other than just the subjects used in the study.

It is estimated that about 31 percent of the studies 
which generalize make valid generalizations. Furthermore no 
evidence was found that funding affects the generalizability 
of a study.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Aims and Purpose of Research 
The theses and dissertations written by advanced de

gree candidates at The University of Arizona provide a ser
vice to educators in two ways. First, the research may be 
directly applicable to a problem the educator is having at 
the time. Second, they provide for the training of re
searchers who may subsequently solve an educator's problem.

If this service is to be of any use, there must be 
a general confidence that a study has broad application and 
that a researcher is well versed in the tools of his trade.

To inspire this confidence, it would be advisable to 
study the theses and dissertations done at this university, 
which deal with educational research, in order to obtain an 
overview of the state of the art. A comprehensive investi
gation into this matter would entail, first, establishing a 
standard for educational research based upon those offered 
by experts in the field. Second, a pilot study should be 
done to delimit the range of the parameters in question and 
the variability of the estimates of those parameters. ' 
Third, the standard should be studied for its consistency
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and worth. Fourth, based on the information provided in the 
first three steps an extensive study should be done to de
termine the parameters with greater accuracy and propose any 
necessary changes.

This particular thesis will concentrate on the first 
two steps since they are preliminary to any extensive work. 
The first step would naturally precede the latter since some 
standard is necessary before any of the other steps could 
even be considered. Similarly the last two steps would be 
of interest only under the condition that the pilot study 
showed that there is a reasonable cause for concern.

Measurement of Generalizability
Since this study concerns itself with the generalin

ability of theses and dissertations which propose to gen
eralize, concern must be shown for the method by which this 
property is measured. Generalizability is not a property 
which can easily be measured by some physical standard and 
therefore any method is open to argument. However, if one 
was to review the criterion used by generally recognized and 
published authors and then proceed to build a standard by 
including only those elements which are agreed upon by a ma
jority of those authors, one could expect to have a standard 
which would successfully declare studies to be nongeneral- 
izable only when that is in fact the case. Since this means 
every element in the standard is generally recognized, then



if it is possible to measure this quality at all, this 
would be as acceptable a way as any other which has been 
proposed.
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Bias
When a thesis or dissertation is evaluated, four 

events could happens
1. The thesis is asserted to be generalizable and 

in fact it is.
2. The thesis is asserted to be nongeneralizable 

and in fact it is not.
3. The thesis is asserted to be generalizable when 

in fact it is not.
4. The thesis is asserted to be nongeneralizable 

when in fact it is.
The first two events are of course the preferable 

outcomes and every effort is made to have the outcomes fall 
in those two categories. The third and fourth events repre
sent errors and this study is biased so that if an error is 
made it is most likely of the third event type and not of 
the fourth.

This bias is achieved by using only those elements 
in the proposed standard which are agreeable to the majority 
of the authors from which the elements are obtained. This 
procedure tends to exclude those criterion which may be valid 
but simply are not generally agreed upon.
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Furthermore, the proposed standard also excludes 

all elements which may be said to have been satisfied simply 
by the fact that the study was accepted by the university. 
These include elements referring to the general value of 
the problem, the study being replicable, or the ethics 
involved in doing a particular study.

In addition, the standard is proposed in such a man
ner as to make all the requirements minimal, that is propose 
them in such a way that while most researchers would actual
ly expect a higher standard, they would agree that the one 
proposed in some way represents a "bottom" requirement.

There are several very substantial reasons for in
troducing this bias. One is, of course, that the theses and 
dissertations are presumed to meet all necessary standards 
and the burden of proof would be with those who say other
wise. Another is that since this is a pilot study, its pur
poses are directed more closely toward finding a problem, if 
it exists, rather than placing strict limits on the size of 
the problem. The intent, then, is to be able to conclude 
that if the problem exists, it is at least as extensive as 
claimed, it may be worse, but it is extremely doubtful that 
it could be better.

When this intention is introduced an error in judg
ment due to the third event happening is, within limits, 
acceptable, while errors due to the occurrence of the fourth



event are much more serious and are excluded from the study 
insofar as is possible.



CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

Concern for the Quality of Research
In the past 20 years, there has been a tremendous 

expansion in the field of educational research, especially 
so since the advent of Sputnik I (Wiles 1972). This re
search has not always been of the highest quality. As 
stated by Strauss (1969):

Much published research in education is of poor 
quality. For example: after careful evaluation
of a stratified random sample of 125 research 
articles published in 1962, a panel of 166 author
ities concluded that only 19 percent would have 
been accepted by them for publication and another 
4l percent would have been accepted after some re
visions, leaving 40 percent that they would have 
rejected (Wandt et al. 1967). When the AERA Com
mittee on Evaluation of Research reported this 
study in 1967, it also expressed the opinion 
that, since 1962, no significant change had oc
curred in quality. My graduate students, who 
have analyzed several hundred published studies 
in past years, would emphatically agree.

When research is considered as a problem solving 
art it is immediately obvious that under such conditions 
few solutions will be forthcoming and the old saw about be
ing able to prove any case with the proper application of 
statistics will become ever more firmly entrenched. Poorly 
done research does not aid in a solution, rather only serves

6
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to further confuse the matter. Consider the statement of
United States Senator Walter Mondale (1971):

What I have not learned is v/hat we should do about 
these problems. I had hoped to find research to 
support or conclusively oppose my belief that qual
ity integrated education is the most promising ap
proach, but I have found very little conclusive 
evidence. For every study, statistical or theor
etical, that contains a proposed solution or recom
mendation, there is always another, equally well 
documented, challenging the assumptions or con
clusions of the first, no one seems to agree with 
anyone else's approach. But more distressing: no 
one seems to know what works. As a result I must 
confess, I stand with my colleagues confused and 
often disheartened.

Realizing that this is the attitude of a person who 
votes on appropriations for research can have a chilling 
effect indeed. This attitude is not, however, unique and is 
to be expected in situations of confusing and incomplete re
search findings.

Worse than unmoving skepticism for research findings 
is the uncritical acceptance of them. There is a certain 
willingness among some to accept everything in print as 
proven beyond doubt and this adds to the responsibility of 
researchers to keep the quality of their product high. Once 
a report is accepted into the field of "knowledge" it not 
only misleads those who read it directly but becomes a 
reference for other studies which proceed as if it were the 
"truth." At one time the teaching of mathematics was jus
tified in terms of "mental discipline," this was the pre
vailing common knowledge of the. period. Today, modern math
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is justified in terms of the "scientific testing" it has 
undergone, yet rarely is the nature and description of this 
testing made available to the person using these materials. 
Unless the individual seeks out and evaluates the research 
on modern math, then as far as he is concerned, research is 
just the modern equivalent of prevailing opinion.

In education, the uncritical acceptance of research 
findings is altogether too common. Researchers and users 
of research have an obligation to evaluate reports in terms 
of methodology, assumptions and conclusions before any re
sults are accepted.

This evaluation is never more needed than at those 
times when one is considering applying the findings of a 
graduate student's thesis or dissertation. Since the thesis 
or dissertation represents a beginning effort, it is often 
limited in scope, small in scale, and limited in resources. 
None of these things would invalidate a study, it is simply 
a case of laboring under greater difficulty. Therefore, it 
would be convenient to have some bench marks for educational 
research. Concurrent with the development of such a bench 
mark is the need to review those definitions of educational 
research and experimental design which are necessary to es
tablish the working definitions in Chapter III.
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Educational Research

Educational research is today a growing movement 
with interests in many new fields. The three most out
standing events leading to this expansion were World War II, 
Sputnik I, and the as yet unnamed social phenomena of the 
early 1960's. World War II, of course, was never planned 
as a benefit for educational research; rather it occasioned 
the massive testing of nearly the entire (male) population 
in the age bracket of 18 to 45 for psychological traits and 
educational levels. This testing produced (Flanagan 1948) 
a fairly accurate picture of the psychological and educa
tional development of the American population, something 
which built a base for truly effective research. Further
more, it raised the level of interests in this type of 
testing and research which aided in attracting both person
nel and funds to the field. The launching of Sputnik I in 
1958 was the impetus behind the drafting and passage of 
the National Defense Education Act of i960. This was an
other turning point for educational research since it was 
to spearhead the drive to produce scientists and engineers.

The funding available for educational research helps 
change the complexion of the field, as stated by Wiles 
(1972, p. 4)

Federal Funds helped alter people's concepts about 
education. The emphasis on research caused many 
traditional educators to pick up research skills. 
Training programs in the universities and in the 
field— in the school systems themselves— began
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upgrading the priority of research development.
People in other academic disciplines perceived the 
funding direction for the future and began to inte
grate their specialties into the field of educa
tion. Change in the concept of education continues 
today. For example, many, if not most, current 
educational courses reflecting behavioral emphasis 
are taught by academics who majored in education.
At this juncture, there seems no logical reason 
why the trend of educational supremacy and the 
subordination of other disciplines will not con
tinue throughout the 1970's. In research, the 
trend means the researcher is engrossed in the 
educational process and an integral part of it; 
the researcher is an educator who differs from 
the practitioner only by his particular set of 
skills.

The 1960's found a growing interest for educational 
methods which were innovative and related to the social 
process of education. The Elementary and Secondary Educa
tion Act of 1965 (ESEA) was implemented with the intent of 
using educational research as a means of improving the edu
cational process. The primary innovation of the ESEA was a 
change in the nature of grants from an emphasis on the sci
ences to education as a process. Furthermore, the ESEA 
funds had research stipulations attached which encouraged 
building the fundamental machinery of research.

"Research" and "education"— both words have defini
tions which are at best ephemeral. With the increased in
terest in the field, it is not surprising that there is a 
desire to delimit educational research somewhat more pre
cisely than simply stating that educational research is 
what educational researchers do! Formal definitions often 
follow the general form of the one proposed by Harris (i960).
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Educational Research— any systematic striving for 
understanding actuated by a need or sensed diffi
culty directed toward some complex phenomenon of 
more than immediate personal concern stated in 
problematic form (p,ll60).

Such formal definitions have serious limitations.
For one thing, they tend to offer precious little informa
tion on how educational research differs from research on, 
for example, causes of the common cold. For another, it 
does not point out how a study "actuated by a need or 
sensed difficulty" is any more or less educational research 
than a study actuated by the availability of a large grant. 
Since the results of a study, its implications and applica
tions, cannot be assessed until the study is done, the 
"immediate personal concern" of the researcher is often the 
fundamental cause of a study which might otherwise never 
have been done. One must always be suspicious of all pur
pose jargon such as "systematic striving" and "complex phe
nomenon" which are as appropriate to a description of an 
oral fixation or other neurosis as they may be to a descrip
tion of educational research.

This general type of a definition will yield no 
specific useable information for this study, therefore an 
operational definition must be sought. The best operation
al definition of operational definitions was offered by 
Bridgman (192?) when he was defining the concept of length:

. . . what do we mean by the length of an object?
We evidently know what we mean by length if we 
can tell what the length of any and every object
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is, and for the physicist nothing more is required.
To find the length of an object, we have to per
form certain physical operations. The concept of 
length is therefore fixed: that is, the concept of
length involves as much as and nothing more than 
the set of operations by which length is deter
mined. In general, we mean by any concept nothing 
more than a set of operations; the concept is 
synonymous with the corresponding set of opera
tions (p.5).

Using this concept, the purposes of educational research 
proposed by Wiles (1972) form an operational definition; 
that is, educational research is that which is concerned 
with (p.7):

1. Discovery of new knowledge
a. of the social and behavioral sciences
b. of the educational process
c. of operational problems

2. Documentation and synthesis of knowledge
a. for the social and behavioral sciences
b. for the educational process
c. for the operationalization of informa

tion to the field
3. Operationalization of knowledge

a. to translate conceptual information into 
operational terms

b. to structure information into operational 
programs and packages

4. Testing and evaluation of knowledge
a. of discovered information
b, of operational information

5. Dissemination of knowledge
a. to make field aware of new information
b. to convince field of the value of in

formation
c. to train the field in the use of informa

tion
d. to institutionalize the use of information.

Further, there are subclassifications of educational re
search which are occasionally used to describe research 
within the field. Some of these classes are: descriptive
or empirical research, analytical research, action research,
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field and/or laboratory research, and innovative research. 
Many of these terms are used in such a fashion as to mean 
only what the author has in mind at the time he is actually 
using the terms. There are no acceptable, concise defini
tions which are widely adhered to. Therefore, their use 
will be avoided where possible. A few general comments will 
be offrered to give the reader an idea of the dimensions of 
these terms5 however, definitions will not be advanced. 
Descriptive and/or empirical research strives to identify 
(describe) existing conditions. It may do this by estimating 
parameters, correlations, by using surveys and case studies, 
or by direct observation. Descriptive research is not con
cerned with the causes of an event, only with the event it
self. Analytical research tries to derive information about 
relationships existing within a system and between the ele
ments of that system. Action research studies problems which 
are of immediate concern to educators and attempts to ex
periment in actual field conditions $ furthermore it tries to 
minimize strict experimental controls and statistical 
assumptions which the experimenter believes to be irrelevant 
to his problem.
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problems and its prime motivation is the modification of 
existing systems.

If one were constructing a glossary, there would 
be many other subheadings which would need to be included, 
for example, pure research, applied research, basic re
search, and experimental research. It is enough that one 
is aware of these concepts and that they are included with
in any overall concept of educational research. More de
tailed information on these types of educational research 
is available from Gilbert Sax (1968) in his work on the 
foundations of educational research.

Experimental Design
After examining the "what" and "why" of education

al research, the natural extension is the "how" of it. 
Cornell (1952) proposes the following concept 1

The term experimental design implies considera
tion in advance of all types of errors to be 
encountered in the experiment, including those 
which may be minimized or "controlled" by proper 
choice of statistical method. In other words, 
the development of statistical tools does not 
relieve the experimenter from responsibility for 
wise planning, punctilious attention to the con
trol of nonexperimental factors, obtaining precise 
and valid measures, recognizing assumptions, and 
critical interpretation of findings (p. 415).

William Ray (i960) stated the same idea with greater 
brevity when he said that experimental design means "those 
ideas, issues, principles, and techniques peculiar to those
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investigations in which the control of natural processes 
is actually attempted and directly observed (p, i) ,*

The distinguishing quality of an experimental design 
is the control of extraneous variables. Often sampling con
trol, independent-variable control and dependent-variable 
selection control are included among the features of exper
imental design but in the context of this study they shall 
be included in other factors.

Some of the common designs which are of interest in 
this study will be briefly discussed.

The Completely Random Design
This design implies that the experimental units are 

randomly assigned to the treatments of interest and could 
be diagrammed as;

Treatments
T

S

S

S

1

s

s

s

T

S

S

S

3
s

s

s

In this case three treatments each of which has three rep
lications are illustrated.
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The Completely Random Design 
for Factorial Analysis

This design consists of four or more treatments, 
each of which is a combination of two or more factors.
Again, the units are randomly assigned to treatments. The 
example given here is for six treatments, comprised of two 
factors, one of which can be applied at three levels and the 
other at two.

Factor A
Level 1 2

1 Tx T2

2 $4 T5

The Randomized Complete 
Block Design

When the experimental units can be meaningfully 
grouped, the number of units in a group being equal to the 
number of treatments or some multiple of it, the group is 
called a block. Each treatment must appear an equal number 
of times in each block and each block contains all treat
ments. Treatments are randomly assigned to units within 
each block. A diagram of this design with three treatments 
and four blocks would look like this:

3

T3

*6
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Treatment Block

1 2 3 4
T, s S s S1 S S s s
T0 s s S S2 S S s s
To s s S s3 S S s s

The randomized complete block design may also bei constructed
for factorial ;analysis. Let there again be six treatments
and Treatment One is the combination of Level One of Factor
A and Level One of Factor B, written Ti -r aibi> then fol-
lowing this notation T^ = a2bl- T3 = a3bl T4 = alb2’ t5 =
a2b2» T6 “ a3b2« The diagram would •then bet

Treatment
Block T1 T2 * 4 t5 T6

1 So S„ s s s os s s s s s
2 S S S Ss s s s s s
3 S S S S S„s s s s s s
4 Ss Ss Ss Ss Ss

If the experimental units may be blocked on two categories 
(say age and height) a double block or Latin square design 
may be used. Here each treatment is randomly assigned to an 
experimental unit in a row or column in such a manner that 
each treatment (or treatment combination for factorial an
alysis) appears once in each column or row. For example,
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with four treatments the design could be diagrammed:

Column

The Control Group Designs
Many experimental designs have been described in 

terms of the use of control or comparison groups. For ex
ample, let R indicate randomization, X indicate a treatment, 
and 0 an observation; the case study which uses no control 
group could be symbolized as: XO a single treatment fol
lowed by a single observation (Campbell and Stanley 1963).

The single group pretest-posttest design:

°1 X °2
The pretest-posttest design with a control group:

°1 X °2
°3 °4

The static group comparison:
X 0,

In this case it is assumed that the groups are not paired.
Pretest-posttest control group design with random
ization:
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R 01 X 02 

R °3 °4
Posttest only control group design:

R X °1
R 02

Solomon four-group design (Solomon 1949):

R °1 X °2 
R O3 O4
R X 05
R 06

Time series:
0 0 0 X 0 0 0

Further details of these designs are available from Cochran 
and Cox (1957) and Campbell and Stanley (1963)* These au
thors discuss the advantages and disadvantages of these de
signs and also detail others which may be of interest.

This limited exploration of educational research and 
experimental design should provide some background to clari
fy the rating scales for educational research.

Rating Scales
The concept of evaluating research against a set of 

standards is not new and several authors have proposed such 
standards. Campbell and Stanley (1963. pp. 175-76) have 
made proposals for evaluating research on teaching for 
generalizability in terms of internal and external validity.



Factors Jeopardizing Internal and External Validity:
1. History, the specific events occurring between 
the first and second measurements in addition to 
the experimental variable.
2. Maturation, processes within the respondents 
operating as a function of the passage of time per 
se (not specific to the particular events) includ
ing growing older, growing hungrier, growing more 
tired and the like.
3. Testing, the effects of taking a test upon the 
score of a second testing.
4. Instrumentation, in which changes in the cali
bration of a measuring instrument or changes in the 
observers or scorers used may produce changes in 
the observed measurements.
5. Statistical regression, operating where groups 
have been selected on The basis of their extreme 
scores.
6. Biases resulting in differential selection of 
respondents for the comparison groups.
7. Experimental mortality, or differential loss of 
respondents from the comparison groups.
8. Selection-maturation interaction, etc., which in 
certain of the multi-group quasi-experimental de
signs is confounded with, i.e,, might be mistaken 
for, the effect of the experimental variable.
Relevant to External Validity:
9. The reactive or interaction effect of testing, 
in which a pretest might increase or decrease the 
respondents' sensitivity or responsiveness to the 
experimental variable and thus make the results 
obtained for a pretest population unrepresentative 
of the effects of the experimental variable for
the unpretested universe from which the experimental 
respondents were selected.
10. The interaction effects of selection biases 
and the experimental variable.
11• Reactive effects of experimental arrangements, 
which would preclude generalization about the



effects of the experimental variable upon persons 
being exposed to it in nonexperimental settings.
12. Multiple-treatment interference, likely to 
occur whenever treatments are applied to the same 
respondents, because the effects of prior treat
ments are not usually erasable.

A great deal of the research in the educational 
field is performed with the use of a survey. There are 
grounds for an argument that a survey is no different from 
any other type of research, that it is merely one method of 
gathering a sample. It does, however, have added problems 
of sample bias from non-respondence which are not quite as 
tenacious in other sampling methods.

Kohr and Buydam (1970) have proposed an interesting 
standard for evaluating survey research on each of nine 
points on a scale of 1 to 5* Each of the nine points offers 
several subheadings to assist the evaluator in the rating. 
Tests of this scale show interjudge correlations ranging 
from ,80 to .95* The idea of using a somewhat continuous 
rating scale offers interesting possibilities of using para
metric methods in comparing research quality, although at 
this point research into the validity of continuous scales 
is limited enough that one is somewhat hesitant to use them.

The instrument proposed by Kohr and Suydam 
(-1970, pp 79-81) is:

1. How practically or theoretically significant 
is the problem? (1 - 2 - 3 - 4 -  5)

a. Purpose (impcrtant-ncnimportant.)
b. Problem Origin

(1) Rationale (logical-illogical)

21



(2) Previous 
Research

c. Generalizability
2. How clearly defined is
(1 — 2 — 3 —  ̂— 5)a. Objectives and 

Procedures
b. Delimitations
c. Variables

(1) Control
(2) Dependent

(related-unrelated)
(extensive-limited)
the survey problem?
(specified-unspecified) 
(operational-vagu e) 
(noted-not noted)
(relevant-irrelevant)
(operational-vague)
(relevant-irrelevant)
(operational-vague)

3. How relevant and how well defined is the popu
lation? ( 1 - 2 -  3 - 4 -  5)

a. Precise definition of populations
(1) Geographical

Limits (specified-unspecified)
(2) Time Period

Covered (specified-unspecified)
(3) Sociological

Description (specified-unspecified)
(4) Sampling Units(specified-unspecified)

b. Relevance of de
fined population
to problem (relevant-irrelevant)

4. How adequate are sampling procedures? ( 1 - 2 -
3 - 4 - 5 )a. Adequacy of sampling frames

(1) Time Period
Covered (current-outdated)

(2) Inclusiveness 
of Defined
Population (complete-incomplete)

b. Method of Sampling(specified-unspecified)
c. Obtained Samples (appropriate-inappropriate)

(1) Size (sufficient-insufficient)
(2) Representative

ness (adequate-inadequate)

(1
How adequately are sources of error controlled?

-  2
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

3 - 4 - 5 )  
Sampling Error 
Non-response 
Interviewer Bias 
Response Error 
Response Set 
Experimenter Bias

(controlled-uncontrolled) 
(controlled-uncontrollcd) 
(controlled-uncontrolled) 
(controlled-uncontrolled) 
(controlled-uncontrolled) 
(controlled-uncontrolled)
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g. Teacher Effect (controlled-uncontrolled)
h. Control Variables (controlled-uncontrolled)
i. Extraneous Factors(controlled-uncontrolled)
j. Qualifications of

Research Personnel(experienced-inexperienced)
(trained-untrained)

6. How 2 - 3 -
a.
b.

c.

adequate are the measuring instruments? (1 - 4 - 5 )
Choice of Measure
ment Techniques
Instruments:
(1) Development of 

instrument
(2) Description of 

administration 
and scoring 
procedures

(3) Wording of 
questions

(4) Sequence of 
questions

(5) Evidence of 
reliability

(6) Evidence of 
validity

Rules for Cate
gorizing

(appropriate-inappropriate) 

(pretested-not pretested)

(clear-unclear)
(clear-unclear) 
(logical-illogical)
(satisfactory-unsatisfactory) 
(satisfactory-unsatisfactory) 
(specified-unspecified)

7. How appropriate is the statistical analysis of 
the data? ( 1 - 2 -  3 - 4 -  5)a. Procedures of

data collection (careful-careless)
b. Relation of ob

tained data to
objectives (sufficient-insufficient)

c. Descriptive measures:
(1) Statistic(s) (appropriate-inappropriate)
(2) Evaluation of 

descriptive
data (appropriate-inappropriate)

(3) Establishment
of relation
ships (appropriate-inappropriate)

d. Statistical tests:
(1) Basic assump

tions (satisfied-unsatisfied)
(2) Relation to

procedures (appropriate-inappropriate)
(3) Significance

levels (specified-unspecified)
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e. Description of 

results
8, How reasonable are the 
data? (1 - 2 - 3 - 4 -  5) 

a. Interpretation
b. Generalizations
c. Implications
d. Qualifications:

(1) Discussion of 
methodological 
problems and 
error

(2) Alternative 
explanations

(3) Other limita
tions

(accurate-inaccurate)
conclusions drawn from the
(consistent-inconsistent)
(reasonable-exaggerated)
(reasonable-exaggerated)
(reas onable-exaggerat ed)

(comprehensive-limited) 
(noted-not noted) 
(noted-not noted)

9.2 -
How adequately is the research reported? (1 -
3 - 4 - 5 )a. Organization
b. Style
c. Grammar and 

mechanics
d. Completeness
e. Presentation 

statistics

(excellent-poor)
(clear-vague)
(excellent-poor)
(replicable-unreplicable)
(clear-unclear)

Although a scale such as Kohr and Suydam’s is ap
pealing, an instrument which rates research on a dichotomous 
basis prevents much of the evaluators' bias since saying yes 
or no is more explicit than rating from 1 to 5* Further
more, some items cannot be described as being somewhat wrong, 
for instance it is difficult to describe an inapproriate 
measuring instrument as 2/5 appropriate.

Farquhar and Krumboltz (1959) have proposed a check 
list which separates the items into a dichotomy where each 
is categorized as satisfactory or unsatisfactory. Such an
approach forces a choice of nonacceptance or acceptance



which is what a person must actually do if he intends to use 
another's research in building his own.

The scale offered by Farquhar and Krumboltz
(1959, P. 354) is:

A. The Problem
1, Was the problem clearly defined?
2. Was a verifiable hypothesis formed?
3» Was the hypothesis one which was logically 

deduced from some theory (or problem)?
B. The Design

1. Was the statistical design employed in 
the investigation appropriate to the par
ticular experimental methods, conditions, 
subjects and hypotheses under test?

2. Was the population studied clearly speci
fied?

3. Was the method, or methods, of drawing a 
sample from the population clearly spec
ified?

4. Was a control group chosen in the same 
manner and from the same population as the 
experimental groups?

5. Were the various treatments (including 
control) assigned at random to the groups?

6. Did the experiment include a replication?
7. Was the level of significance necessary for 

rejection of the null hypothesis specified 
before the data was collected and analyzed?

C. The Procedure
1. Were the treatments and methods of col

lecting data described so that an inde
pendent investigator could replicate the 
experiment?

2. Were the size and characteristics of the 
sample adequately described?

3. Were the treatments administered so that 
extraneous sources of error were either 
held constant for all treatment and control 
groups or randomized among subjects within 
all groups?

D. The Analysis
1. Was the criterion of evaluation appropriate 

to the objectives of the study?
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2. Was any evidence of the reliability of the 

criterion measure given for the experimental 
sample?

3* Were the statistical assumptions which are 
necessary for a valid test of the hypotheses 
satisfied?

E, The Interpretation
1. Were the conclusions consistent with the 

obtained results?
2, Were the generalizations confined to the 

population from which the sample was drawn?
As these guidelines are reviewed certain patterns 

emerge. The problem stated should be the problem measured, 
extraneous effects must be watched, sampling must be appro
priate, etc. This would not be unexpected since they have 
the same aims. They do have, however, subtle differences, 
especially in outlook. Campbell and Stanley (19&3) are pri
marily interested in research on teaching; Kohr and Suydam 
(1970) are concerned with survey type research; Farquhar and 
Krumboltz's (1959) standard favors experimental research 
over descriptive research.

These differences are somewhat ephemeral when it 
comes to actual applications as shall be argued in Chapter 5«

However, it would be advantageous to review a cri
terion which is concerned with educational research in 
general so that a comparison with the more limited versions 
could be made. Samuel Strauss (1969, pp, 166-68) has 
offered such a criterion, which "is concerned'with research 
in general and is very comprehensive, in spite of being 
slightly loquacious.



1. Problem raised. A problem is a felt need, a 
difficulty , an nitch to know." It should be ob
viously important and worthwhile; also one that 
has a good chance of being solved with reasonable 
time and effort. It is, th erefore, usually only 
a small part of a larger problem , a portion small 
enough to be digestible. It should not be some
thing entirely new but should have arisen as a re
sult of previous work done by the author or by 
others. A properly posed and stated problem, in 
declarative or question form, is p robably the most 
important part of the research pr oject. Natural 
scientists say that a problem well stated is a 
probl em half solved. It must. therefore be in terms 
which are succinct, specific, and precise so that 
it leads naturally to all the succeeding steps . An 
unspecified, implied or poorly de l ineated problem 
is a serious handicap to the r esearcher, for "an 
investigator who begins his study in confus ion has 
nowhere to go but into more of its" 

2. Previous work cited. There should be evidence 
of a good l iterature search and a good grasp of the 
current "state of the art.u Failure to cite pre
viou s studies implies discourte sy or ignorance. 
The most recent papers should be given the most at
tention, for they (presumably) give the most recent 
findings and include older sources . While previous 
papers should be documented and critically apprais ed 
by the r esearcher, too much detail or a long list 
of refe rence s are not necessary . A good pro ject 
sets out to r epl icate or extend th e previous work 
with improvements to r educe bias~ eliminate flaws , 
consider pertinent variables, settle unreso lved is
sue~, or check contradi ctory or uncertain findings. 
An accompanying bibliography should identify other 
sources fo r the readere 

J~ Obj ectives s tated . These are the ultimate 
goals, the socially useful reasons for solving t he 
probl em .. They should be limited to a small number 
(one is enough), be obviously important, fairly 
specific i n scope, and cl early stated as ob j e ctives~ 
They should grow out of the probl em naturally as 
rather broad generalizations which can be brok en 
down into a group of hypotheses. 

4s Hyp othes i s fo mul.ate cL. com:non trend i..., to 
pre c ent , evcral ob ·icc t J.ves and on},,' one or t wo 
hyp oth es l,3 ; it s hould be t 1e: r .:: V C!'[~e e Hypothe .:1cc:; 
are r ea onable and rather narrow gc:ne r a.lizat · ons 
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which are to be tested during the study and either 
accepted or rejected; therefore, the mark of a true 
hypothesis is that it is testable. Hypotheses may 
be stated as either positive or negative; if the 
latter, they are called "null hypotheses." In re
search it cannot be proved that something is so; 
it can only be proved that something is not so.
If it is shown to be not "not so" (null hypothesis), 
then it may be assumed so. The whole purpose of a 
research project is to propose a series of plausible 
consequences growing out of the objectives based on 
the problem, and to reach conclusions after testing 
them as to which of these postulated hypotheses may 
be accepted and which rejected.
5. Assumptions made. It is impossible for investi
gator to control all the elements in his project and 
so he must base his work on many assumptions, some
what like axioms in geometric proofs. An assumption 
is a reasonable but presently unprovable factor.
The more rigorous the research, the fewer the assump
tions, and therefore every one should be justified.
If the worker frankly enumerates them in his report, 
it shows that he is honest. Some assumptions may 
remain implicit, but others--such as the validity of 
instruments, adequacy of sampling and control of 
variables— should be acknowledged.
6. Population studied. By definition, a population 
must be clearly described in detail by its character
istics and size. The reasons for selecting the 
chosen population, such as availability or conven
ience, should be well explained. It cannot be as
sumed to be a normal population unless very large 
and heterogeneous; otherwise the normal distribution must be proven.
7. Sample drawn. This is a key factor on which 
many projects founder. A true sample must be either 
representative of the population, or drawn by using 
a table of random numbers so that every member of 
the population has an equal chance of being selected. 
In either case the procedure is difficult and compli
cated, and the size and nature of the sample must be 
defended as appropriate. With good technique, a 
small sample correctly drawn is better than a large 
sample poorly selected. If a control group is used, 
it must be chosen with equal care. Only with a sample 
vigorously drawn and free from bias— a rare thim~
in educational research— can the results be general
ized, Most workers describe as a sample what are



really the sub-populations with which they are work
ing, even though they call them experimental and 
control groups, and the findings of their studies 
can therefore be said to apply only to their par
ticular sub-populations and "all others like them," 
If the sub-populations are described in detail, the 
reader can decide whether he can apply the findings 
to his own situation,
8. Instruments used. Poor instrumentation is 
another common and serious flaw in much educational 
research. To make certain that the instruments will 
correctly and consistently measure what is to be 
measured, they should have at least been pretested 
in a pilot study or calibrated in some way. A 
"faint tinge of validity" is not enough. Any 
original instrument should be described fully and 
illustrated with examples. It is ridiculous for a 
worker who has formulated an "armchair" untested 
measuring device to claim that the results he ob
tains with its use can be accepted with any degree 
of assurance. Several poor instruments, when used 
on the same project, are not necessarily more valid 
than one. Instruments borrowed or modified from 
the work of others, with courteous acknowledgments, 
are good; better yet are well known, published, 
standardized instruments with appropriate norms,
9. Design examined. In general the simpler the 
experimental design the better. Elaborate designs, 
which attempt too much, often stumble over them
selves and get bogged down. Treatments and data 
collection methods should be clearly described. 
Variables should be recognized, identified as de
pendent or independent, and controls incorporated 
wherever possible. The statistical procedures 
should be a part of the design from the first, not 
applied after the data have been collected. This 
highly complex subject is well treated in many 
books.
10. Procedure followed. This is often one of the 
best parts of most reports. The steps in carrying 
out the project should be described in sufficient 
detail so that they may be completely understood; 
the measure of this is that the entire procedure 
could be replicated by another worker who would wish 
to repeat the project. Nothing should be left in
complete or omitted.



lit Safeguards taken# Many.sources of error and 
bias creep into research and some of these may be 
anticipated and guarded against. Plenty of time is 
one safeguard, to allow for Murphy's Law, which says 
that, "If there is anything which can possibly go 
wrong in research, it usually does." Sampling ade
quately, pretesting instruments, training assistants, 
controlling some variables, eliminating the "halo" 
effect, refining procedures, allowing for errors, 
and calling on experts for judgments and assistance 
are some other safeguards commonly employed. The 
failure to apply adequate safeguards is a serious 
flaw in much educational research.
12. Observations recorded. These are the raw, pri
mary sources of data, which generally consist of 
test scores and other values measured by the instru
ments, replies to questionnaires, checklists, rating 
scales, oral or written reactions, lists of activi
ties, overt behavior, and so on. In a properly re
ported study, the type of observations are fully and 
clearly set forth, are discrete and quantitative, 
and are reproducible by the investigator or by some
one else.
13* Findings assembled. Observations are usually 
summarized into tables, graphs, and charts. Tabula
tions should be as simple as possible and all parts 
of tables, such as abbreviations, should be ex
plained. Technical jargon should be held to a min
imum, for the best tables are those which are self- 
explanatory to the careful reader. If the reports 
do not include the tabulated findings, all conclu
sions and interpretations may be regarded with some 
suspicion.
14, Statistics interpreted. A research report re
plete with statistical jargon should be regarded 
with a degree of skepticism. It may represent an 
attempt to impress the reader, to substitute tech
nicalities for understanding, to counterfeit accur
acy or to explain away unpalatable facts. In edu
cational research the interest lies in estimating 
how much the results could have been due to chance 
and how much could with confidence be ascribed to 
the treatments used in the procedure. The current 
practice is to allow no more than 5 percent to 
chance in order to have the results regarded as 
statistically significant. This is written as 
"at the .05 level of confidence" or if expressed 
as a probability, as "P < .05." The smaller the



level of confidence or the P value, the less the 
probability that chance played a role and the 
greater the confidence or assurance that the treat
ments did so. The confidence level or P value is 
found in the proper tables after (usually) apply
ing the t-test, the chi-square technique or the 
analysis of variance--depending on t he kinds of 
data and the uses made of them. There is an unfor
tunate tendency by many to ign ore the conc ept of 
significant numbers and to show a value , for exam
ple, as 56s96 percent, which means t o an accuracy 
of four decimal places; but it i s absurd t o suppose 
that the essentially crude data collected in most 
educational research can be measured to such a high 
degree of accuracy. 

15. Interpretations discussed . This refers to 
what his findings mean to the investigator . The ex
planations are also useful to people who cannot read 
tables . Sinc e some readers may look at the s~~e 
data and derive other meanings, all tabul at ions must 
be included in the report. The author may a l so dis
cuss the implicati ons and usefulness of his findings . 
A common flaw of r esearchers is their failure to ex
amine thei r own findings from many a ngles and to ex
tract all pos sibl e meanings from their datae 

16. Conclusi ons reac hed~ Essentially this cons ists 
of the ac ceptance or the r ejection of the hypothesis 
which had been proposed earlier . Some workers find 
it hard to face the fact that negative c onclusi ons 
and fail ures are also thoroughly respectable and 
worthwhile reportinge Four common and serious flaws 
may crop up. One is to rationalize away the break
down of the stated hypothesis and t o bring in new 
elements n ot previously mentionedc Another is to 
extrapolat e the findings and conclus i ons to situa
tions and to populations not r \epresented in the sub
popul ations studied. A th i rd is to lean on the 
"fudge factor" to reach the expec t ed conclusions s 1\ 

fou rth, and th e most serious 0 is to draw conclusions 
not warranted by the findings 0 Th e AERP Commit tee 
on Evaluation of Research (1967) found that the major 
flaw in research reports (J8 percent) was t he draw
ing of unwarranted conclusi ons. 

l?e Limi tat ions r ec ognized~ No ma t t er how care
fully planned and executed 9 every r esearch pr oj e ... t 
has Li.m i tat i ons and w a knes ses v,1h i :~h m:'l;' or rno.y r1 1 t 

be the f ault of he investigator. In a ny cas e~ it 
is his obligat i on to be intellectually h ones t and 
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aware, and to point them out as a caution to the con
sumers of his research and as a guide for future 
workers in the area.
18. Further work projected. Work on one problem 
usually raises one or more other problems. It may 
be the next logical step, or some new related hy
potheses, or the application of different tech
niques, or replication with greater rigor, improved 
design, better instruments or a more representative 
sample. In any case, the investigator should be in 
the best position to suggest related research, and 
it is his duty to do so.
19. Improvements suggested. Valuable ideas may be 
proposed by the reader as to how the project or the 
reporting of it could have been improved, A good 
understanding of the study, plus hindsight and a 
different point of view, may produce pertinent sug
gestions as to how the investigation could have been 
better controlled and the pitfalls that could have 
been avoided. The comments may be a summary of con
structive criticisms made throughout the analysis
or some additional and more general statements,
20. Clarity of report. The published paper should 
be written in plain, straightforward language and be 
easy to follow and understand. Jargon, pompous ver
biage, undefined terms, and vague descriptions indi
cate that the author did not understand what he was 
doing, cannot express himself meaningfully, or is 
trying to impress the reader, A poorly organized 
paper may be the result of haste, carelessness or 
lack of insight. If the research report cannot be 
easily understood by a serious reader— the prospec
tive consumer— the whole project was a waste of time.

These four sets of standards are used in Chapter 4 
to establish a single derived set which is used to rate 
the subjects of this study. The four (Campbell and Stanley 
1963, Kohr and Suydam 1970, Farquhar and Krumboltz 1959 and 
Strauss 1969) scales, or for that matter any scale, could be 
invalid. It is very nearly impossible to have an absolutely 
objective standard for something which cannot be verified



and the actual quality of a bit of research can only be de
scribed, not measured, since the most poorly done study 
might actually discover the parameter of interest, while in 
a few cases an excellent study will miss the mark simply 
due to chance sampling error.
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CHAPTER 3

THE PROBLEM 

Nature of Problem
The educational research provided by the theses and 

dissertations done by graduate students at The University of 
Arizona entails a great deal of time, effort and diligent 
study of educational problems which are far from trivial. 
Almost any subject which is of current interest in education 
is touched on in one or more of these studies. Programmed 
instruction, ethnic groups, special education, vocational 
education, educational administration and finance are but a 
few of the many factors which are rapidly changing the face 
of education today. Yet each of these factors has both 
ardent supporters and die-hard opponents, a fact which would 
seem to indicate that these subjects are lively candidates 
for educational research. Indeed each of these factors, 
along with many others, has been touched upon by theses and 
dissertations done at The University of Arizona and these 
studies, in turn, have been made available to the general 
public by the University Library. Yet few of the problems 
confronting education have been solved in any conclusive 
fashion.
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If a thesis or dissertation claims to have implica
tions to a wide range of problems or groups, beyond just the 
group used in the study, then the university, by accepting 
the study and maintaining its circulation, has, to a degree, 
concurred in that implication. It would seem reasonable 
that there should be some concern for the validity of those 
implications.

If a manufacturer places a product in the stream of 
commerce, he implies a warranty that the product is fit for 
the use intended. Similarly, an educator who is planning a 
new program or-a modification of an old program would like 
to be able to use the research done in theses and disserta
tions with the assurance that the intended implications are 
valid. At present, he would have no idea whether or not 
such a general validity exists.

Concern should also be shown for the training a 
student receives in the techniques of research. If a large 
percentage of studies are made which would tend to be mis
leading, have the students who made those studies been of
fered the proper opportunities to become competent research
ers. Advanced degrees, particularly the doctorate, have 
traditionally been considered as proof that the holder is 
a trained researcher who is capable of making investigations 
which will hopefully result in new knowledge.
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The Questions

In considering the implications of these problems, 
the main question which needs to be answered is:

Do the majority of theses and dissertations which 
are concerned with educational research and are accepted by 
The University of Arizona in partial fulfillment of advanced 
degree requirements reach conclusions which are generaliz- 
able to a population other than just the subjects of the 
study, when in fact the thesis or dissertation makes such 
generalizations?

A secondary question which is also of interest is:
Is a funded study more likely to make successful 

generalizations than a study which is not funded?
As a result of gathering information for these ques

tions, information is also available to describe:
1. The type of experimental designs used in these

studies.
2. The statistical tests and procedures used in 

these studies.
3. The proportion of studies using analytical sta

tistical methods.
4. The proportion of theses and dissertations con

cerned with educational research.
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Statistical Hypotheses

The main question can be evaluated by testing the 
hypothesis

H0: R > . 5
against the alternative

Ha: R < .5
where R represents the true proportion of studies which suc
cessfully make their intended generalizations.

The question of funding may be evaluated by testing 
the hypothesis

V  RF = RN
against the alternative

Ha$ RF > RN
where Rp represents the true proportion of funded studies 
which successfully make their intended generalizations and 
R^ represents the true proportion for non-funded studies.

Definitions
Generalizing

A study is considered to have generalized if it 
reaches conclusions which are applicable to some group other 
than just the subjects used in the sample.

Valid Generalizing
Such generalizations are considered valid if the 

study meets the following criterion.



a. A study must consider the effects of the change 
a subject undergoes during the experiment which are not due 
to the experiment, Campbell and Stanley (1963) describe 
this item as the history of specific events occurring be
tween first and second measurements which are not a part of 
the experiment and as the maturation of the subjects which 
is not due to specific events but is a function of the 
passage of time. Strauss (1969) states that safeguards 
must be taken for controlling variables, eliminating extran
eous effects such as a "halo" effect and having adequate 
time, and regards the failure to take adequate safeguards
as a serious flaw in educational research. Farquhar and 
Krumboltz (1959) demand that extraneous sources of error are 
either held constant or effectively randomized and that con
trol groups be protected against the selection maturation 
interaction. Similarly, Kohr and Suydam (1970) include such 
extraneous effects as experimenter error, control variables, 
teacher effects and general extraneous effects in their 
listing of hazards to educational research.

A study fails to meet this point if (a) control 
groups are not used or the effects are not randomized over 
all treatment groups, and (b) the experimenter expresses a 
specific bias in terms of the way he hoped the results would 
come out.

b. Changes in a subject due to testing procedure 
must be accounted for. These include the educational
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effects of the pretest, effects of the instrument, effects 
of the test setting, and changes in the rates or rating 
scale,

Campbell and Stanley (1963) list the effects of test
ing, changes in instrument or observers and also the inter
action of repeated testing and the subjects' sensitivity to 
the experimental variable, Strauss (1969) refers to the 
need for adequately trained assistants and expert judges and 
isolation of extraneous effects which would include testing 
effects, Farquhar and Krumboltz (1959) express concern for 
an appropriate statistical design for the conditions of the 
experiment and for administering the treatments in such a 
manner as to eliminate extraneous error, Kohr and Suydam 
(1970) state that an appropriate measuring technique 
must be applied and that instruments and observers must 
be appropriate.

A study fails to meet this point if it does not 
control for the effects of testing when testing when effects 
can be a factor, if it changes instruments or raters during 
the experiment, or does not control for changes in the rater 
or testing-subject attitude interaction when these effects 
are present.

c, A study must account for the effects due to 
loss of subjects from the experiment. Campbell and Stanley 
(1963) describe this effect as experimental mortality, Kohr 
and Suydam (1970) state the obtained sample must be adequate



as to size and representativeness, a condition likely to be 
violated if the loss of subjects is significant. If the 
loss of subjects is not accounted for, the population from 
which the remaining subjects came is not necessarily the 
same population which was originally sampled and this would 
violate Farquhar and Krumboltz's (1959) condition of speci
fying the sampled population.

This condition is violated when too many subjects 
are lost to the experiment and the loss is not considered 
in the analysis. "Too many" is, of course, of no value as 
a working definition and while it would be possible to 
specify a level for a particular experiment, what is needed 
here is one level for the entire process. Of course any 
such level must be arbitrary, but specifying such a limit 
would allow others to understand what is used for this 
study. The particular value chosen was ten percent, as in 
most cases this would be sufficient to affect the conclu
sions of a study, particularly if those subjects which are 
lost fit in some particular pattern, such as all high scores 
or all low scores.

So this point is violated when a study loses more 
than ten percent of its subjects without accounting for the 
effects of that loss or, in multiple treatment group situ
ations, tries to equalize uneven numbers of subjects in 
treatment groups by throwing out more than ten percent of 
the subjects without accounting for the effect.
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d. Bias due to non-random sampling must be ac

counted for by at least the following four steps: (1) the
researcher must have made a choice among several available 
samples. If the only "choice" is to take the one sample 
available, then no sampling has occurred. (2) The sample 
may not be limited to extreme groups nor may it entirely 
exclude extreme groups. (3) The subjects may not be under 
the professional control of the researcher, i.e., teachers 
may not choose their own classes, administrators their own 
school, unless the study is for their information only.
(4) A defense of a non-random sample must be made in the 
study based on previous research or what the researcher per
sonally knows about the distribution of all possible sam
ples. A simple statement that the sample is "representa
tive" cannot be considered acceptable.

While these steps are not sufficient for a truly 
random sample, they do represent a minimum beyond which it 
is difficult to accept a sample as a chance selection from 
a population. In many cases, truly random sampling is near
ly impossible and to insist that all samples be probability 
samples would result in a trivial exercise of rejecting the 
majority of all samples. Other standards make similar de
mands in regards to the quality of sampling, Strauss (1969) 
requires that the sample must be truly representative of 
the population or th.it it be drawn in a random fashion. 
Farquhar and Krumboltz (1959) and Kohr and Suydam (1970)
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both express concern that the sampling method is appropriate. 
Campbell and Stanley (19&3) require that an experiment be 
free from bias resulting from the interaction of selection 
and the experimental variable.

e. A study may not be conducted under such narrow 
experimental conditions, such as a lab school, that it ex
cludes applications where these conditions are not met.

Campbell and Stanley (1963) refer to this condition 
as the reactive effects of experimental arrangements,
Strauss (1969) requires that a study point out its limita
tions and Kohr and Suydam (1970) insist upon a similar de
limitation.

The main violation of this condition occurs when a 
researcher draws his sample from a group experiencing a 
particular event (such as taking a sample from students in 
a freshman psychology class) and infers from this sample to 
groups who are not experiencing this event (to freshmen in 
general). However, it also applies in cases where the 
methods of the experiment are completely divorced from the 
methods which would have to be used for groups included in 
the conclusion of the study.

f. In multiple treatment designs the subjects must 
be randomly assigned to treatment.

Campbell and Stanley (1963) refer to this condition 
as the bias resulting in differential selection of respon
dents for the comparison groups. Farquhar and Krumboltz
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(1959) prefer that the treatments be randomly assigned to 
the subject but this would be the same requirement and the 
actual assignment of treatments to subjects, or subjects to 
treatments, would depend on the particular design in use. 
This effect is one which would be included in the appropri
ate procedures referred to by Strauss (1969).

This is a condition which is rarely violated when 
the treatment is a separate entity from the subjects them
selves but difficulties frequently arise when the "treat
ment" is a quality of the subjects such as race or grade in 
school and the subjects are not chosen randomly from among 
others who have the same "treatment."

g. The study must control residual effects where a 
subject is exposed to repeated treatments.

Farquhar and Krumboltz (1959) include this among the 
sources of error which must be held constant or randomized. 
Campbell and Stanley (1963) refer to this as multiple treat
ment interference. This point would be included in the 
safeguards required by Strauss (1969).

In general, this effect must be protected for by 
providing comparison groups which do not receive multiple 
treatments or by citing previous work which shows that mul
tiple treatments can be applied.

h. The statistical tests must be correctly applied,
Kohr and Suydam (1970) require that the statistical

analysis must be appropriate to the data. Farquhar and
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Krumboltz (1959) refer to satisfying the assumptions of a 
statistical procedure and Strauss (1969) would have the 
statistical procedures be a part of the design from the 
start along with the correct interpretation of the statis
tics.

Since it is often impossible to replicate a sta
tistical test with the information published in a study 
this point considers the cases where a study acknowledges 
that it has violated a statistical assumption, where a study 
proposes a particular statistical model and does the analysis 
with a different model, where a study fails to account for 
dependent "independent" variables, or a study makes exces
sive use of two sample tests to gain information about 
multi-sample situations. In this case, 10 two-sample tests, 
in a situation which could be handled with a single multi
sample procedure will be considered excessive. The stand
ard of 10 two-sample tests was chosen using the rule of 
thumb that 10 independent two-sample tests at level of sig
nificance .05 would be equivalent to an overall level of 
significance of ,50 which would be no better than flipping 
a coin. This level might be set at a higher or lower stand
ard by other writers but the standard proposed would have to 
be considered generous in this context since it will only be 
applied in those cases where an appropriate multi-sample pro
cedure exists, but was not used.
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i. Control groups must be selected from the same 

population as the experimental groups or the control groups 
must be shown to have the same qualifications as the exper
imental groups.

Campbell and Stanley (1963) refer to this condition 
as the interaction of selection and maturation. Farquhar 
and Krumboltz (1959) require the control group to be chosen 
in the same manner and from the same population as the ex
perimental group.

This condition is violated when the researcher does 
riot provide the same justification for the selection of a 
control group as he does for the selection of an experi
mental group.

One other basically arbitrary level is necessary for 
this criterion and that is the level at which the failure 
to consider the effects of non-response to a sample ques
tionnaire might reasonably affect the conclusions of a 
study. This level was chosen at 33-1/3 percent non-response. 
This is only considered in those cases where no effort is 
made to sample non-respondents when non-respondents comprise 
more than 33-1/3 percent of the projected sampling. This is 
a fairly modest requirement when one considers the effects 
of removing the highest, or lowest, scoring third of a sam
ple and, in addition, the standard imposes no restrictions 
on the quality of the effort to sample nonrespondenco. it 
only requires that such an effort be made. A violation of



this point is included under point d(l) since the research
er did not have a choice from those samples which did not 
respond. Point c, the loss of subjects, in the case of a 
survey research paper, is reserved for the case of losing 
questionnaires which have been returned. This then will be 
the criterion for evaluating the validity of generalizations. 
Since this would have to be considered a minimal standard 
beyond which the validity of generalizations could not be 
established, it is expected that studies making valid gen
eralizations will be acceptable on all points of the cri
terion.

Educational Research
Those theses and dissertations which concern them

selves with the discovery, documentation, synthesis, oper
ationalization, and dissemination of knowledge of the edu
cational process, the social and behavioral sciences, and 
of the operational problems in these fields, are termed 
educational research.

Experimental Design
The process of controlling variables, sampling, 

statistical procedures, treatment groups and treatments in 
such a manner that a research hypothesis may be evaluated 
is called experimental design.
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Funded Study

A thesis or dissertation is considered to have been 
funded only if it acknowledges that funding in the thesis 
or dissertation.

Analytical Statistical Methods
For the purposes of this study, "analytical statis

tical methods" includes tests of statistical hypotheses and 
the process of establishing confidence intervals for popu
lation parameters.

Assumptions and Limitations 
The population being sampled for this study consists 

of those theses and dissertations accepted by The University 
of Arizona between January 1, 1952 and December 31, 1972, 
which concern themselves with educational research and which 
make conclusions applicable to groups other than just the 
subjects of the study. This is a subpopulation of those 
theses and dissertations of the same time period which con
cern themselves with educational research but do not make 
such conclusions, and this group is in turn a subpopulation 
of all theses and dissertations done at The University of 
Arizona in this time period.

It is assumed that it is possible to evaluate the 
validity of a generalization. It is further assumed that 
the acceptance of a study by the university is sufficient



proof that a study is ethical, reproducable, and that the 
problem it deals with is of merit.



CHAPTER 4

METHODS AND PROCEDURES 

Sampling
The theses and dissertations accepted by The Uni

versity of Arizona are shelved in the University Library by 
year of acceptance and are numbered consecutively within 
each year, from one to the number of studies accepted that 
year. By adding up the number accepted each year (the 
daily circulation list was consulted for missing studies 
and where necessary these studies were called in) we have 
the total number of theses and dissertations accepted in the 
time period specified. The total population was then ran
domly samples until 150 studies concerned with educational 
research had been accumulated.

The total number of draws required to obtain the 150 
educational research studies divided into 150 provided an 
estimate of the proportion of studies concerned with educa
tional research in the total population of theses and dis
sertations accepted.

The sampling was accomplished by numbering all theses 
and dissertations in the stated time period from one to the 
total number accepted. Studies wore then chosen by selecting
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a number from a table of random numbers (Rand Corp. 1955X and 
the study whose‘assigned number corresponded to the number 
selected was chosen. If the chosen study was concerned with 
educational research, it was included in the sample; if it 
was not concerned with educational research, it was not in
cluded in the sample. This determination was made in most 
cases by the title and abstract of the study. Once the 150 
samples of educational research were accumulated, the sample 
was then divided into those which generalized and those 
which did not by comparing the sample data of these theses 
and dissertations with their conclusions.

Procedure for Evaluation
The theses and dissertations which did generalize 

were then read and the following information was extracted:
1. Name of author.
2. Department or college of author.
3* Title of the thesis or dissertation.
4. Degree level (Masters or Doctorate).
5. Whether or not the study was funded,
6. Did the study use statistical methods.
?. What statistical procedures were used.
8. What type of experimental design was used.
9. Were the conclusions generalizable according to 

the standards.
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a. Did the study consider the effects of the 

change a subject undergoes during the experiment 
which were not due to the experiment?

b. Did the study account for the effects of 
testing, instruments, and raters?

c. Were the effects of loss of subjects ac
counted for?

d. (1) Did the researcher have a choice in se
lecting a sample? (2) Was the sample limited to ex
treme groups or were extreme groups excluded? (3) 
Were the subjects under the professional control of 
the researcher? (4) If the sample was not random
ly selected, was its representativeness defended?

e. Was the study made under narrow experimental 
conditions?

f. Were the subjects randomly assigned to 
treatments?

g. Did the study control residual effects in 
multiple treatment situations?

h. Were the statistical procedures correctly 
applied?

i. Was the control group chosen in the same 
manner and from the same population as the experi
mental groups?
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Statistical Procedure

The proportion of studies which make valid general
izations among all those studies which generalize was then 
estimated by dividing the total number of studies in the 
sample which make valid generalizations by the total number 
of studies in the sample which generalize,

The null hypothesis for the true proportion of valid 
generalizations was then tested by establishing a 90 percent 
confidence interval about the estimated proportion and in
specting this interval to see if it contained the null hy
pothetical value or larger values.

The null hypothesis for the true proportion of valid 
generalizations among funded and non-funded studies was 
tested by means of a chi-squared test.

The .05 level was used in these tests. For a pilot 
study, one chance in 20 of rejecting a true null hypothesis 
seemed reasonable since the .05 level provided a greater 
chance for detecting departures from the null hypothesis.



CHAPTER 5

DATA AND CONCLUSIONS 

Results
Procedural Results

There were a total of 5^28 theses and dissertations 
accepted by The University of Arizona between January 1,
1952 and December 31, 1972. It required 909 random selec
tions to produce 150 studies concerned with educational re
search. Therefore, it is estimated that about 16 percent of 
the total number of theses and dissertations are concerned 
with educational research; that is, it is estimated that 
896 theses and dissertations concerned with educational re
search were accepted in this time period.

Of the 150 studies concerned with educational re
search, 15 were interested only in the subjects under study. 
The other 135 drew conclusions which went beyond the sample 
used in the study.

Therefore it is estimated that about 90 percent of 
the theses and dissertations concerned with educational re
search make such generalizations.

Of the 135 studies which did generalize, 113 used 
analytical statistical methods to justify their
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generalizations and the estimated percentage of such studies 
which use analytical statistical methods is about 84 percent. 
The statistical procedures used and the frequency of their 
use are summarized in Table 1.

In spite of the fact that The University of Arizona 
grants more master's degrees than doctorates, the sample for 
this study produced nearly equal incidences of both— 6? mas
ter's theses and 68 doctoral dissertations. This equal di
vision was most likely a result of the fact that a thesis is 
not required for the Master of Education degree. The major
ity of studies which were included in the sample were com
pleted under the Department of Education or the Department 
of Psychology. The actual distribution of departments is 
given in Table 2.

Hypothesis One Results
Again considering the 135 studies which did make 

generalizations, 42 of these were judged to have made valid 
generalizations and 93 were judged to have made invalid 
generalizations. Therefore, the proportion of theses and 
dissertations which make valid generalizations among those 
which generalize is estimated to be .311. Using the pro
cedure proposed by Cochran (1963) a confidence interval with 
confidence coefficient .90 can be established about the 
estimate:

P (.249 < R < .373) = .90
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Table 1. Statistical Procedures.

Procedure Frequency Percentage

Analysis of Variance 42 31
Anova Post Hoc 8 6
Anova Orthogonal Comp. 6 4
Anova Factorial Design 32 24
Student’s t-tests 37 2?
Chi-square tests 38 28
Pearson Product Monent* 26 19
Spearman's rho* 14 10
Factor Analysis 8 6
Mann Whitney 6 4
Wilcoxin Matched Pair 7 5
Kendall's w* 5 . 4
Covariance 4 3
F-test of Variance 4 3
Others 13 10

*V/ith associated tests for significance.
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Table 2. Distribution by Department.

Department Frequency Percentage

Education 60 44
Psychology 48 35
Home Economics 10 7
Business Administration 3 2
Management 3 2
Sociology 2 2
Anthropology 2 2
Other 7 5

Since this is a symmetric interval about .311i we can also 
say:

P (R > .373) = .05
therefore, the null hypothesisv R i -5
is rejected at the .05 level of significance in favor of 

Har R < .5
Accepting this alternative is an acceptance of the statement 
that the majority of theses and dissertations, which are con
cerned with educational research and which attempt to gener
alize are not successful in that attempt.
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Those studies which failed to make valid generali

zations usually fell short on more than one point of the 
criterion. Table 3 gives the number of studies in each 
category of number of errors. Table 4 gives the number of 
studies which failed on each point of the criterion and the 
number which failed on each point alone.

Hypothesis Two Results
The second statistical hypothesis was tested by means 

of a contingency table and a chi-square test as proposed by 
Steel and Torrie (i960). The sample of studies which made 
generalizations contained 13 studies which were funded 
either by direct grants or by research assistantships from 
the university. Five of these funded studies made success
ful generalizations and eight failed to make successful gen
eralizations.

The interaction chi-square was calculated and found 
to be .362, which has a probability of occurrence under the 
null hypothesis of more than .25, Therefore, the null hy
pothesis of

v RF - r n
is retained in preference to the alternative of

V rf > r n
which means that this study has found no evidence that fund
ing helps assure valid generalizations among the studies con
sidered.
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Table 3. Distribution of Errors.

Number of Errors Number of Studies Percentage

Zero 42 31
One 10 7
Two 12 9
Three 25 19
Four 19 14
Five or more 2? 20

Table 4. Errors by Category.

Number Failing on
Criterion Failing Percent This Point Alone Percent

A 40 29 1 1
B 34 25 0 0
C 10 7 0 0
D(l) 32 24 1 1
D( 2) 21 16 0 0
D(3) 7 5 0 0
D(4) 62 46 3 2
E 60 44 1 1
F 6 4 0 0
G 17 13 0 0
H 29 22 4 3I 27 20 0 0
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Experimental Design Results

The case study and completely randomized design were 
the most common experimental designs encountered in this 
sample. Where analysis of variance techniques were used, 
the experimental design was described in terms proposed by 
Cochran and Cox (1957)• In other cases, those proposed by 
Campbell and Stanley (1963) were more useful (see Table 5)•

Conclusions
In respect to the theses and dissertations which 

were accepted by The University of Arizona between January 1, 
1952 and December 31, 1972, and which concern themselves 
with educational research, the following conclusions seem 
evident.

When these theses and dissertations make generaliza
tions, the generalizations are valid in less than half the 
cases and in fact it is estimated that they are valid in 
only 31 percent of the cases.

This study produced no evidence that funding affects 
the generalizability of a thesis or dissertation on educa
tional research. This yields to two interpretations« one, 
that the sample of funded studies is not large enough to 
discover differences, or that funding in fact has no affect.

Since the criterion of judgment for validity of 
generalizations was written in such a manner as to produce a 
minimal standard and since only 7..̂  percent of the sample
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Table 5» Distribution of Experimental Designs.

Experimental Design Frequency Percent

Case Study 29 22
Pretest-Posttest (single group) 11 8
Pretest-Posttest (with control) 10 8
Static Group Comparison 11 8
Posttest Only (with randomization) 12 9
Pretest-Posttest (with randomization) 12 9
Solomon Four Group 3 2
Time Series 1 1
Completely Randomized 13 10
C.R. with Factorial Design 22 16
Randomized Complete Block 2 2
R.C.B. with Factorial Design 3 2
Latin Square 2 2
Other 4 3

failed on only one point of the criterion it is believed that 
while another study might estimate the proportion of gener- 
alizable studies to be lower than the .311 estimate of this 
study, it is extremely unlikely that any study would estimate 
the proportion to be higher, provided the same sample was 
used.



In four cases, sampling errors were the only errors 
which prevented a study from being judged geheralizable. 
However, 75 other studies also had serious sampling errors, 
making this the largest single class of errors. The fact 
that sampling errors rarely occurred alone would indicate 
that sampling errors are compounded to cause other errors 
and that the care which goes into sampling is representative 
of the care which goes into the study as a whole.

Some 60 studies were conducted under such narrow ex
perimental conditions as to preclude their generalizing.
This would indicate some general difficulty in being able to 
experiment under actual existing conditions.

The overall conclusion of this study is that there 
is a valid reason for concern in regard to the use of the 
educational research provided by advanced degree candidates 
at The University of Arizona. There is also a valid reason 
to be concerned about the quality of the training an advanced 
degree candidate receives to fulfill a role as an education
al researcher. It would not be wise to conclude from this 
study what the exact level of valid generalizations among 
these studies is, but it is evident that this level is low 
enough for there to be reasonable concern.

The first two of the four steps proposed in the in
troduction of this study have been completed. This study 
has proposed a standard for educational research and it has 
delimited the range of the parameters in question. The
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third step involves testing the proposed standard for va
lidity and reliability and the fourth step would consist of 
completing a more extensive study so that one might be able 
to draw stronger conclusions. Whether or not the third and 
fourth steps of such an investigation should be undertaken 
depends in large measure upon the reaction received by this 
study. A general attitude of indifference or a general be
lief that the situation described in this study is the ex
pected level of competency for graduate research would indi
cate that there is little point in doing further work in 
this area. However, a skepticism about the results of this 
study or a feeling that the results indicate some deficiency 
in the graduate level research program would call for the 
completion of the third and fourth steps.

Recommendations
The most typical procedure for a thesis or disser

tation concerned with educational research consists of a 
student having an idea for a study and then proceeding to 
persuade a school district to cooperate with his research. 
This procedure is acceptable and, in some instances, desir
able, but there should also be a considerable flow in the 
opposite direction. A school district should be able to 
approach the university with a problem and if graduate re
search could be of assistance, it should be made available. 
This does occur at present but not nearly often enough.



A student who is making his first research effort is 
very dependent upon his thesis director for advice on over
all approach and the techniques of the study. Faculty mem
bers who oversee a thesis or dissertation should receive 
the same evaluation from the university as they would for 
teaching or publishing.

A greater effort needs to be made to allot more re
sources to educational research at the graduate level. Most 
significant educational problems have many different facets.
A team of graduate students could design an overall approach 
to a problem and then each could do an original writeup on 
some aspect of the problem. This would enable the students 
to approach the problem on a larger scale and would help to 
eliminate some of the "grab group" studies.

The graduate college should play a much larger "be
fore the fact" role in the preparation of theses and disser
tations. For a start, they could maintain lists of the re
search interests of the various faculty members. They could 
also maintain information as to which faculty members might 
be available to direct a particular type of study.

Students should be offered the option of a choice 
between coursev/ork and completing a thesis or dissertation. 
It seems apparent that many studies are done for the purpose 
of completing degree requirements and have no other justifi
cation, Such an option would be particularly well-suited to 
professional degrees, such as the Doctorate of Education,
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where the degree candidate has no intention of doing further 
research after the doctorate.
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